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PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
This document describes the Land Use and Design Framework for Pudding
Mill.
Rick Mather Architects and URS were appointed in March 2014 by the
London Legacy Development Corporation to develop a masterplan vision for
Pudding Mill as a new neighbourhood that complements and contributes to
wider regeneration ambitions within the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and
beyond.
Pudding Mill sits along the north side of Stratford High Street, a historic route
that crossed the Stratford Marsh and the Lea Valley and still forms a key eastwest connection between two large residential areas separated by the belt of
industrial development along the valley. It is a relatively large contained parcel
of land, orientated south west to north east that offers the opportunity for a
single urban grain to connect from Bow to Stratford.
In this context, a comprehensive and considered strategy is required to define
how a new neighbourhood at Pudding Mill can best be delivered with the
opportunities presented by this area. The London Legacy Development
Corporation has sought to develop an exemplar piece of urban design that can
build on Pudding Mill’s unique history as an industrial island whilst positively
engaging with the emerging surrounding context.
This piece of work establishes the key design principles and objectives that
should underpin development within the Pudding Mill Area. It establishes
how the Legacy Communities Scheme and future developments within the
Pudding Mill Study Area can work together to define a cohesive, connected
neighbourhood with a new local centre.
This piece of work has tested the commercial viability of options as well as
understanding how they are affected by existing land ownership and the
current development context.
The Land Use and Design Framework principles within this report will form
part of the evidence base for the LLDC’s Local Plan and inform Local Plan
Policies for the area.
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WHAT IS PUDDING MILL?
Pudding Mill is a place with potential in the midst of a rapidly changing area. New developments within the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park including HereEast, Chobham Manor, East Wick, Sweetwater, Westfield and potential UCL and Olympicopolis
schemes, all demonstrate the demand to invest in the area. As has been shown in developments like HereEast, there is a need to
provide space that caters for increasing demand in emerging employment trends. Established areas in London such as Clerkenwell,
Bloomsbury and Southwark are successful in their ability to absorb a rich mix of uses within a medium density. They combine
residential uses with a diversity of employment space that supports strong cultural, education and commercial centres.
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The physical characteristic of Pudding Mill as an island site defines it as place in its own right. The
masterplan celebrates this and envisions the character of Pudding Mill to be cohesive and different
from surrounding areas. But it also has an important function as a supporting neighbourhood on
the fringe of several areas with more mono-functional and established uses that will rely on it. The
success of Pudding Mill lies in creating a fine mix in form and function. Its identity could be similar
to Clerkenwell or Bloomsbury, combining a strong sense of a metropolitan neighbourhood and
location with a vibrant and rich quality of life made possible by living alongside major international
venues and centres.
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SOUTHWARK

LAND OWNERSHIP & CONSULTATION
This masterplan approach has been made possible by the relatively few landowner parcels that make up Pudding Mill, with various
sites already or becoming vacant in the post-Olympic/Crossrail stages. This offers a unique opportunity to formulate a strong
vision for the site that can capture the common interests of all the stakeholders. With a masterplan approach agreed, we have set
to consult all the key stakeholders at multiple stages during the masterplan process with individual ‘fact finding’ and follow-up
meetings to share the emerging proposals. LB Newham also attended application discussions.

SITE

MEETING
Yousef
Badat
Cooks road
Thornton
Pdz8
Energy centre
Marshgate lane
Marshgate lane
Crossrail

Site Ref

Land Parcel

Landowner

Meeting Types

A

Marshgate Lane

Workspace 14 Ltd

Landowner Meeting

B

Marshgate Lane

Smartcourt Ltd

Landowner Meeting

C

Cooks Road

Terrence Allen

Landowner Meeting

D

Yousef

Gold Pot Holdings Ltd

Landowner Meeting

E

Badat / Thornton

BADAT Properties LLP

Landowner Meeting

F

Cooks Road

Rooff Property LLP

Landowner Meeting

G

Yousef

Gilcris Property LLP

Landowner Meeting

H

LCS

LLDC

PPDT Invite

I

Badat / Thornton

Paul Thornton

PPDT Invite

J

Crossrail

Crossrail

PPDT Invite

K

LCS

LLDC

Steering Group

L

LCS

LLDC

Crossrail

M

London Power

London Power Networks

Steering Group

London Power

London Power Networks

Steering Group

1

DLR Twin Tracking

DLR Twin Tracking

Landowner Meeting

2

14-26 High Street

Telford Homes

Landowner Meeting

3

Sugar House Lane

LandProp

Landowner Meeting

4

2-12 High Street

Galliard Homes

5

Consultee - Waterways
& Towpath

Canal & River Trust

N

Landowner Meeting

In addition the draft proposals have been presented and reviewed by the LLDC Quality Review
Panel and the LLDC Planning Committee with LB Newham representation. LB Newham were
also represented at pre-app discussions.
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SITE HISTORY
Pudding Mill has always been an area of and defined by industrial activity.
The area of Pudding Mill started as a marshland area, crossed by a Roman road. This was the “Stratforde”, a stone paved causeway
across the marshes on the road that connected London Bridge to Colchester. In 1110, a stone bridge at Bow, crossing the River Lea
was reportedly built first at the behest of Queen Matilda, after a tumble crossing the forde on the way to Barking.

1700s
WORKERS [ESTIMATED 25]

INDUSTRIES

Paper

Porcelain

EMPLOYMENT

100%

1864
WORKERS [ESTIMATED 280]

INDUSTRIES
SOAP
Oil

Gas
Tar
Lime
Tanning

Soap

Watermill

EMPLOYMENT

100%

Industrial occupation of east London expanded into the area from the first half of the 19th century.
West Ham was flat, beyond the metropolitan jurisdictions and lenient towards noxious industries.
This particularly attracted development in the period 1844-1885, when the difference in regulation
attracted heavy industry that would be restricted in London.
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Pictures © 1970-2010, Peter Marshall.

Pictures © 1970-2010, Peter Marshall.

SITE HISTORY
It was not until the 1850-60s that reclamation began on the central section of land within Pudding Mill. The rebuilding of the
bank of Pudding Mill River in 1869 allowed occupation of the central part of the site. By the late 19th century Marshgate Lane
is exclusively devoted to industries with noxious properties. Industries listed include William Eddington Bone Works, Benjamin
Iles & Co Colour Works, Oil Works, TH Harris & Sons, Alfred Jeffries Rope Works, Brush Works and John Barber Pig Dealer.
The majority of the industrial site is occupied at this point. Early industries remain, such as the Soap Works and Wharves, these are
joined by Crown Chemical Works, glue manufacture, the New Imperial Saw Mills and Vulcan Wharf Oil Works.

1893

WORKERS [ESTIMATED 250]

INDUSTRIES
SOAP
Oil

Timber

Insecticides
Arsenics
Arsenates
Sulphuric Acid

Lamps

Lime
Steel
Power

Spirit Distillery
Distillary

Iron
Magnets

Brush/
Mat

Soap

Chemical
Works
Glue

1930s

Brick field

WORKERS [ESTIMATED 2100]

INDUSTRIES

SOAP
Lime
Steel
Power

Spirit Distillary

Chemical
Works

Timber

EMPLOYMENT

100%

Soap

Allotment
Gardens

The main site development in the 20th century was the addition of the Bow Power Station. This
occurred at a point when large scale generation was a new technology, built close enough to London
but outside metropolitan regulation. The 7 Acre Brick Field site in the centre of Pudding Mill
was acquired by the Charing Cross and Strand Electricity Supply Company in 1902 using new
parliamentary powers to build a new station. Ownership changed throughout the following
decades as the generating market was consolidated into a modern national electricity board by
1947. At the time of decommissioning in 1968 the plant operated at 48MW.
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SITE HISTORY
At the end of the 20th century, Pudding Mill continued as a light industrial area within the wider Lee Valley. It was included
within the Docklands Light Railway network at the time of construction in 1996, with a reduced size platform and as a minor
station at a crossing point for trains. This was in part to safeguard its potential use as a future major hub called Stratford South.
Severed from northern sites by the railway lines, but immediately adjacent, the Pudding Mill site offered a physically secure location
for logistics facilities.

WORKERS [ESTIMATED 1,500]

1990s

INDUSTRIES

Joinery

Cooking Oil

Sorting Machinery

Carpets
Flooring

Clothing

Wholesale

EMPLOYMENT

100%
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A range of light industry operated at Pudding Mill during the 1990s and beyond. These include:
Cooking Oil, Joinery, Waste Management services, Sortex sorting machines, Scaffolding, Plant
Hire, Carpets, Roofing and Clothes manufacture. Many of these businesses undertook relocation
as a result of the Games use or the local disruption, but have still continued as effective businesses.
‘Sortex’ for instance made machines for sorting items within the centre of the Pudding Mill site,
and relocated to a site in Beckton after the CPO. They operate a successful business and have
continued to grow.

Pictures © 1970-2010, Peter Marshall.

SITE HISTORY
Pudding Mill currently consists of a some longstanding employment uses, with the remainder of the site temporarily vacant from
Olympics Games and Crossrail construction activities. The remainder of the site has been cleared for temporary use, during the
games and/or by construction works for Crossrail. The new Docklands Light Railway (DLR) Pudding Mill Lane Station - the
largest on the DLR network - opened in April 2014 and illustrates the exciting potential of Pudding Mill. The new station will
boost capacity and enable the railway to carry an extra 1,100 passengers per hour with up to 6,600 per hour in each direction. The
station will provide fast, reliable links to Stratford and beyond for future residents. It will also provide excellent access for people
traveling to new entertainment venues in the area and as the gateway into the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.

TODAY
WORKERS [ESTIMATED 100]

INDUSTRIES

Crossrail

Carpets
Rugs

Car Repair

Park Operations

Set/prop
builders

Graphics
Media

EMPLOYMENT

100%

Depot

Asian wholefood

Waste to
recycle

On the doorstep of Pudding Mill, completed and forthcoming developments will include:
-

560 acres of free 24hr access parkland

-

Five world class sporting venues

-

Here East - a new digital quarter creating circa 5000 jobs

-

Sugarhouse Lane - mixed-use development with significant employment floorspace

-

Chobham Manor - up to 850 homes, with residents arriving from 2015

-

East Wick - up to 870 homes, with a mix of housing types and a primary school

-

Sweetwater - up to 650 homes, primary school and health centre

-

Potential development of UCL and Olympicopolis schemes

Mixed use development has been consented as part of the Legacy Communities Scheme, which
introduces multiple residential developments around the edges of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park as a long term legacy to the Olympics. At Pudding Mill, mixed use development creates a
local centre around the DLR Station, on site PDZ8 of the LCS Outline Permission. In addition,
this planned residential use is augmented by a number of planned developments – intensification
of sites along the Stratford High Street corridor and significant redevelopments of the industrial
zones to the south – at Sugar House Lane and Bromley by Bow North.
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WASH HANDS AND PREP
[ KEY STEPS TO ESTABLISHING A NEW COMMUNITY]

To allow a successful new series of employment types to rise, alongside the introduction of residential use into a mixed and vibrant community
a key series of preparation steps have been identified. These build on the wider strategic vision for the Olympic valley. The new DLR station
will provide both a major new gateway to the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and the Local Centre for the community. New connectivity will
be formed by enhancing existing bridges alongside a new bus and bike bridge that forms a direct and strong connection across Stratford High
Street - a key link within a new local network of interconnected neighbourhoods and new institutions within the Lee Valley.
This will provide a direct bus service from the District Centre at Bromley by Bow to the Local Centre at Pudding Mill.
INGR EDIENTS

1

New and more direct connection across
Stratford High Street, enabling a bus route
that connects to the District Centre at Bow,
and north to Olympicopolis and UCL.

2

Improved pedestrian access / footway on
Cooks Road Bridge

3

Improved pedestrian towpath and route
along north bank of Bow Back Creek,
connecting access point from River Lea
walk to Greenway

4

A new central route across the site can
make Pudding Mill the only River Lea
neighbourhood with an east-west orientation.

5

Opportunity for block with greater height to
terminate landscaped space alongside
DLR Station

6

Use of development form to screen Crossrail
site

7

Potential connection to Bow at some point
across River Lea and A12 - connect into Bow
street grain and provide alternate route to
Roman Road and Bromley by Bow District
Centre

8

9

METHOD

5

6

Opportunity to open towpath on south
side of Bow Back River to public access for
Central House on Stratford High Street and
improve landscaping, providing connection
between Cooks Road and Marshgate Lane
bridges.

7

Connections to new DLR station

The LCS Scheme currently considers two
alternatives for the infrastructure using either
an existing gas connection within the Pudding
Mill site, or extending the CCHP network
from the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park south
into Pudding Mill. There may be further
opportunities to connect other developments
within Pudding Mill into the network
depending on capacity and timing.
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Pedestrian links
Vehicle links
Key views

Development screening of Crossrail
East-West central route
Improved towpath condition

Improvements to towpaths and a pedestrian crossing to the A12, will connect the urban grain of Bow and Pudding Mill and generate better
East-West connectivity on to Stratford and the western entrance to Westfield. A continuous towpath route can stimulate a range of waterfront
uses and celebrate the strong island identity of Pudding Mill.
Existing light industrial uses at Pudding Mill can be conserved in the most appropriate location where it can serve as a buffer to the A12,
allowing a coherent community to develop, which draws on and develops the distinctive historic character. New mixed use sites incorporate
small pocket areas of intimate and high quality doorstep play and open space that will complement the other types of high quality public realm
provision along the blue waterway network and within Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, allowing the full range of age groups to live here.
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8
3
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SITE CONSTRAINTS
[HERITAGE, FLOODING & CONTAMINATION]

The strategic constraints on the site relate to its waterside isolation and heavy industrial past. There is extensive historic
contamination which has been treated as part of the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park remediation, however some areas of the
site remain either undocumented or with residual problems that will require some additional measures before development.
The entire site is also subject to flood zone measures due to the risk of overtopping of defences and likely to require minimum
residential development levels. These demand careful detailed design and some local regrading within sites to achieve ground
floor residential uses.

INGR EDIENTS

1

Pedestrian restriction/wall preventing
movement

2

Tall wall of development along Stratford
High Street

3

Enclosing boundary to site by wall viaduct /
dual carriageway

4

Transport / infrastructure existing use to be
retained

5

Strategic Rail Head

6

Existing heavy industrial use

7

Poor frontage / impact on neighbouring sites

8

Noise / Environmental impacts from road
traffic

9

No pedestrian route along towpath

The site specific constraints concern the
mediation of the negative air and noise impacts
of the bounding roads: the A12 to the south
west and Stratford High Street to the south
east. Site measures should seek to break down
and traverse these inhospitable corridors with
navigable routes that will provide greater
connectivity to adjacent communities. The
development of a pedestrian route along the
towpaths of Bow Creek can provide a more
pedestrian friendly environment at a human
scale; recognising the limitations of trying
to humanise Stratford High Street and the
existing Bow bridge flyover.
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METHOD
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LET THE DOUGH RISE
[ INTRODUCING R ESIDENTIAL TO A WORKING NEIGHBOURHOOD]

With the correct preparation, the opportunity is there to transform Pudding Mill. Flat and low-lying sheds provide existing
employment uses that under-utilise the site and offer a poor residential setting, with a low-density of employment when compared
to the site’s history. However this provision could rise into new medium-height employment-use buildings, amongst which can
emerge a new residential community within the conserved space.

INGR EDIENTS
-

METHOD

A long history of employment and industry on
the site
Low density or temporarily vacated sites from
Crossrail and Olympic construction
Improved connectivity and infrastructure
to and through the site improves its potential
as a mixed use community
New trends in employment and industry
provide potential for the mixing of employment
uses alongside residential uses

It is proposed that the remaining area of the site can provide space for a range of employment types,
across 25% of the buildings. The redevelopment and reoccupation of vacant sites on this basis
should provide around 17,500 sq m of additional B1 and B2 (suitable for residential adjacency) uses.
Marshgate
A Lane
further 3000 sq m of current B2 floorspace has also been identified as suitable for residential
adjacency.

Road

1 New bus and cycle bridge at Marshgate Lane

Marshgate Lane

28

The LLDC Employment Land Review has provided a breakdown of active employment uses
throughout the LLDC Study Area, which has been further reviewed in detail by this study. This
identified around 7000 sq m of B2-B8 industrial floorspace that was least suited to residential
use. An area along the western edge of the site has been allocated as Other Industrial Location
to accommodate this existing provision and provide a designated area appropriate for these uses
which will form a natural buffer to noise and pollution from the A12.

2 Additional footway at Cooks Road bridge

Cook’s Road

3 Bike bridge over River Lea and A12

Marshgate Lane

1.

1.

3

1

1.

2
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THE MASTERPLAN
The Land Use and Design Framework provides overall guidance for the site, considering the existing consented LCS scheme (PDZ
8) alongside current and future development sites. It recognises the new Pudding Mill Lane DLR Station as the driver for a new
Local Centre connected along Marshgate Lane to additional retail provision and ultimately the District Centre at Bow along Sugar
House Lane. This street forms the main community focus for the neighbourhood and connects to the Marshgate Lane waterfront
site at the historic site of the Pudding Mill. Extending east-west from Marshgate Lane is the main ‘employment’ street forming
a seam along adjoining development plots and concentrating the standalone employment buildings along one mixed-use route,
but still distributing the provision between every plot. The street terminates at Cooks Road and the Other Industrial Location
zone along the western edge of the site. Two other gateway locations are identified for prominent employment-focused buildings at
the entrance to the island between the two Marshgate Lane Bridges and terminating the view along Barbers Road from the DLR
PUDDING MILL
Station.
Sub Area Site Boundary

The realignment of Barbers Road helps future development blocks screen the Crossrail / Network Rail Substation sites and form
a true two-fronted
Developmentstreet
Plot connecting Pudding Mill to Cooks Road. The block configuration makes provision for the safe routing
potential
on-plot
and connection of a newroute
cycle and pedestrian bridge between the Crossrail / Electrical substation infrastructure and across the
A12 and River Lea. This would be a valuable improvement to east-west connectivity.
Employment focus
building
Ground floor employment use
INGR EDIENTS
Flexible residential or small
scale employment typologies

Sub Area Site Boundary

Development
Plot - Potential
Other Industrial
Land On-plot Route
Employment Focus Building

Employment focused

Ground
street Floor Employment Use
Flexible
Residential
or Small-scale Employment
Secondary
Route
Other Industrial Location

Tertiary Streets

Employment Focused Street
Secondary Route

Open Space
/ play space

Tertiary Streets

Ground
Open
Spacefloor
/ Playmixed
Space use
Ground Floor Mixed Use

Ground floor retail use

Ground Floor Retail Use

Retail, Community, Employment

Retail,
Community,
focused
street Employment Focused Street
Core
Area
CoreStudy
Study
Area
Local
Centre
Local
Centre
‘Blue Ribbon’ Waterfront Open Space

‘Blue’ Ribbon Waterfront Open
SpaceCommunity, Employment Focused Street
Retail,
Retail, Community, Employment
focused street
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A PLACE OF PRODUCTION
Pudding Mill has not only always been
an area of industry but also an area of
production and innovation. Industrial
activity including soap works, oil, timber,
chemicals, porcelain, power, nucleonics and
gunpowder have defined the area. Pudding
Mill should embrace the opportunity to
continue to be a home of innovation.
Delivery of potential Olympicopolis and the
UCL campus will provide a new centre of
world class research and culture within the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, and serve
as a major new catalyst for innovation for
adjacent sites. Pudding Mill is well located
to provide valuable support space for many
of these research and innovation activities,
as well as uses such as an urban bioscience
park.

Bio-Science Laboratory, Monash University

INGR EDIENTS

As part of the LLDC Local Economy Study, the
LLDC commissioned We Made That to undertake
qualitative research into the area. The report
documented the nature of places of employment,
recognising the positive contribution that varied
sectors make to the local economy and provides
examples and recommendations to secure a
successful and vibrant future for employment in
the Legacy Corporation area.
The report identifies the following emerging
employment trends within the area:
1

Small to Medium Scale Food and Drink
Manufacturing

2

‘Industrial Crafts’ and Small
Scale Manufacturing

3

Tech and Digital Enterprise

4

Role of Large Institutions and
Universities

5

Stratford / QEOP ‘Halo’

6

Open Access Specialist Fabrication

7

Bio-Science Facilities

Brockman Hall for Physics,
Rice University

32

London Cloth Company

QEOP

London Cloth Company

Dalston Cola Company

33

Fab Lab, Manchester
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Residential
Businesses

SPATIAL PRINCIPLES

Retail & Food and Beverage

The masterplan has been developed to
create a distinct sense of place. The key
ingredients are illustrated below.

Education

Institution
Transport
Health, Community & Leisure

Hotel

A FINE MIX

The area has an important function in
supporting the more mono-functional/
established uses of the surrounding areas.
The fine mix that this requires, enriches the
character of Pudding Mill.

STR EETS

Streets are designed as Spaces - not corridors.
Effective streets define life and activity with
buildings, landscape and open space integrated
as one. Curves, twists and inflections in the
street pattern are arranged to make and define
space. A hierarchy of street characters is used
to establish coherence and consistency between
development plots.

EMPLOYMENT

Pudding Mill has always been an area of
employment. The masterplan retains this
vital economic contribution to the area.
Employment uses are contained and expressed
within standalone buildings, avoiding the
‘dead’ ground floor frontages seen along
Stratford High Street. This form will be
important in encouraging new employment
uses such as those mentioned on page 32.

x

PANCAKE

36

✓

SLICES

ISLAND

Bounded by the River Lea to the West, Bow
Back Creek to the South and City Mill River to
the East, much of the area’s character is defined
by different relationships to the waterfront and
moments of arrival. It is a contained space with
a distinct identity, it’s own station and sense of
place.

A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE & WORK

Our approach is focused on creating and
sustaining a vibrant community. We have
drawn on the lessons of the past as well as recent
thinking to create a new place that is above all
else, wonderful to live or work in.

37

A FINE MIX
It is important to establish an even and
consistent grain that provides a coherence
across the Pudding Mill Island. Within
this mix, a diverse range of residential
and employment type buildings can then
be accommodated alongside courtyards
and gardens that complement the Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park and major venues
around. Providing a more tight and more
intricate series of blocks, both provides
greater permeability and a richness to the
Pudding Mill Island, ensuring it stands as
its own neighbourhood within a relatively
small area. This reflects the characteristics
of some of the urban areas referenced such
as Clerkenwell or Bloomsbury where the
relatively small and intricate range of
courtyards and buildings give a fine mix
of uses and spaces connecting the larger
institutional sites.
LAND USE
Residential
Businesses
Retail, Food & Beverage
Institutions
Transport
Health, Community & Leisure
Education
Hotel

The area has an important function in
supporting the more mono-functional/
established uses of the surrounding areas.
The fine mix that this requires, enriches the
character of Pudding Mill, in a similar manner
to Bloomsbury, Clerkenwell and Southwark.

Bloomsbury and Clerkenwell - a fine mix
38
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STREETS
We are creating a place where people can live a high quality life. A place where people would like to live and work their whole life, a
place to call home. Movement and interstitial space impacts all aspects of place, from the success of local shops, businesses through
to personal safety and a walkable human priority. It contributes to a sense of belonging and home through a succession of different
scales of routes, whilst providing good connectivity through the neighbourhood, with universal access, inclusivity and security.
The series of street characters within Pudding Mill are used to both give common identities to frontage, public realm and uses so
that adjoining developments can develop a consistent approach .

STR EET TYPES

Link to Olympic Stadium &
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park

Link to Three Mills &
Bow District Centre

KEY
Employment
Community & business
High street
Mixed-use Lane

Streets are designed as spaces not corridors. Effective streets define life and activity with buildings,
landscape and open space integrated as one, with some on-street parking and servicing uses helping
to give animation and life alongside active frontage. The different street ingredients shown, all
reference recognised London precedents from Bloomsbury and Clerkenwell. These different
streets each provide a different formula and scale of mixed-use, residential and employment that
combine as a series of terraces, standalone buildings, or active ground floors. All streets should
achieve a width to height ratio of between a minimum of 0.6 to 1 and a maximum of 1 to 1.

Station road
Industrial

40

The finer grain of Pudding Mill is used to help break down the tendency towards large podium
developments, providing a more intimate network of passages and routes between buildings that
can mediate between adjacent uses and provide a diversity of flexible spaces for servicing and
amenity. These follow the historic pattern of yards and footways from the sites industrial heritage.
In addition, it recognises that more ground floor residential activity will be possible through the
adjusting and grading of ground levels within development plots to accommodate flood protection
measures. A smaller network of routes facilitates this approach allowing the inner courtyards to be
slightly raised, rather than defaulting to a blank or lined podium frontage and a larger scale of plot.

Great Sutton Street, Southwark - Employment articulated as single-use buildings

Union Street, Southwark - Community and Business spine, stitching areas together

Shoreditch High Street, Hackney - Busy mixed use corridor

Torrington Place, Bloomsbury - Single use employment & residential on a mixed-use Lane

Farringdon, Clerkenwell - Active one sided street with taller elements overlooking the station

Gordon House Road , Gospel Oak - Industrial use facing mixed use terrace
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EMPLOYMENT
Pudding Mill has always been an area of employment. The masterplan retains this vital economic contribution to the area. Employment uses are
contained and expressed within standalone buildings, avoiding the ‘dead’ ground floor frontages seen along Stratford High Street. The form, character
and use of these buildings takes cues from historical precedent within Pudding Mill and from modern examples elsewhere. They should be distinct,
outward looking buildings that express their function as centres for innovation and new technologies such as bio science facilities. The moderate
scale of employment building proposed offers considerable flexibility: from commercial offices, to incubators for multiple companies and startups,
to creative economy users or light industrial manufacture. An open and active ground floor combined with a robust street providing service access
offers potential for an expressive and varied streetscape where the building typology encourages and offers greater interaction at street level. In some
instances these could be shared business and lounge facilities for many small companies, showrooms for creative tenants, wholesale display space, the
meet and greet lobby for a larger commercial tenant, or an open-able yard or ground floor space for fabrication.
INGR EDIENTS

DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYMENT

Employment

The east-west ‘employment’ street is aligned to
property titles and parcel phasing to allow:
-

-

-

A ‘seam’ of non-residential uses that can
mediate the impact of existing industrial
uses on residential developments in the
short to medium term
The opportunity for a distinctive
streetscape of varied typologies along
its length mixing residential
and non-residential uses with the
opportunity of long-term growth of local
employment as the community grows
A common corridor connecting the
majority of plots allowing the
concentration on a plot by plot basis of
employment uses for maximum effect and
versatility

Employment is distributed along the major routes and East-West Street

x

When concentrated across the ground floor of
residential blocks, the unoccupied employment
space exerts a disproportionately negatively
influence on the streetscape.
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✓

Employment should not just be included as a single floor pancake with residential above, but
PANCAKEas a standalone building or vertical slice withinSLICES
instead be fully integrated
a cluster of uses. This way
it contributes to a variety of street facades and flexible uses. This avoids the impact of large areas
of blank facade along the ground floor, or a monoculture of employment types suited to ground
floor only.

om
s

SIGNIFICANT EMPLOYMENT BUILDING

STAND-ALONE COMMERCIAL
BUILDING

BOW POWER STATION

Soap Factory - Pudding Mill
Tea Building - Shoreditch

Plastic Factory - Pudding Mill
Queen Mary Bio-Innovation Centre - Whitechapel

Bow Power Station - Pudding Mill
Spa Terminus - Maltby Street

A.

MARSHGATE

BADAT / COOKS ROAD

YOUSEF
A.

B.i
B.

C.

C. i

Three different employment building types are imagined throughout Pudding Mill:

YOUSEF EMPLOYMENT TYPOLOGIES

1. Significant Employment Building

2. Stand-alone Commercial building

3. Other Industrial Location

AtA. the gateway
sites identified
at Barbers Road
CORE A OFFICE
SPACE
and
historic
mill’ site, between
B. on the
CORE
B MIXED‘pudding
USE
the Marshgate Lane bridges there is scope for
C.
CORE C RESIDENTIAL CONVERSION INTO OFFICES
a high quality special employment building,
representative of the wider Pudding Mill area as a
industrial neighbourhood, suitable for specialist
research,
withEMPLOYMENT
a civic expressive
quality that fits
COOKS or
ROAD,
ELEVATIONS
the prominence of the site. It should have a vibrant
ground floor, a community or collegiate feel and
could include a range of uses, cafes or restaurants
amongst employment areas.

USES
Cluster Employment buildingEMPLOYMENT
- reflecting
the
Other
Industrial
Location
Providing
TYPE
A
[SMALL/MEDIUM
FOOD & DRINK]
heritage of the site where 4-6
storey
buildings
accommodation
for
B2-B8
uses
not
suited
for
TYPE B
[INDUSTRIAL CRAFTS]
TYPE C
[TECH & DIGITAL ENTERPRISES]
incrementally added, become clustered
into larger
combination with residential amenity. The larger
TYPE D
[UNIVERSITIES]
TYPE E
[QEOP ‘HALO’]
factory or warehouse complexes TYPE
such
Soap
scale plots can still retain provide a strong frontages
F as Cook’s
WORKSHOPS
Works. These buildings provide a good quantum of
and a positive aspect to Cook’s Road.
A.
TYPE A & B EMPLOYMENT
employment that can populate the main east-west
B.
INDUSTRIAL FRONTAGE
‘employment’ street, offering showroom ground
floors and meeting room roof terraces.
C.
INDUSTRIAL FLOORSPACE WITH CAFES
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COOKS ROAD, EMPLOYMENT ELEVATIONS

ISLAND
Pudding Mill’s strengths and weaknesses come from its unique island quality. Bounded by a continuous railway viaduct to
the north, its other three sides are surrounded by waterways that make it into an effective island within the Lea Valley. It is
the isolation and lack of connectivity that saw the marshland of mills develop into the unique pattern of large industrial sites
connected from spurs to Stratford High Street.
Yet the waterway maintains to this day a strong and well consolidated identity to the site, that can be quickly harnessed to
transform it into a flourishing neighbourhood with strong legible edges and a readymade and distinctive identity drawn from its
past. By improving the connectivity through the site, and restoring the continuous route along its edge the waterfront, the island
edge can become a major residential amenity and provide enhanced pedestrian connections between communities as part of the
wider blue network.

INGR EDIENTS

METHOD

1

River Lea

2

Vulcans Wharf

3

Bow Back Creek

4

Marshgate Hub

5

City Mill

The urban design seeks to reinforce this sense of edge by providing a relatively even datum of
development around the perimeter. Key employment sites are located at prominent gateway points
onto the island, in recognition of articulating the sense of arrival. This should be done through
quality of design and variety of typology, rather than just building height such as at Marshgate
Hub, where the pair of bridges concentrate this quality.
Three waterfront zones have been identified that take account of the changing context and use and
provide a guide to the form of frontage that is appropriate around the perimeter of the site:
- River Lea (zone from 1-2) - A continuation of the wilder and more remote riverbank to the north.
With planting to screen the adjacent industrial land use.
- Vulcans Wharf - The character changes from riverbank to an industrial heritage edge at the point
where the footbridge and the ‘Fat Walk’ River Lea route lands on Pudding Mill
- Bow Back Creek (zone from 2-5) - A harder ‘wharf ’ edge punctuated by the sequence of road
connections from Stratford High Street and fronted by mixed use activity. Residential units above
ground floor make most use of the southern waterfront aspect. The towpath can rise and fall to
meet each road crossing level and provides sufficient access for servicing to the base of buildings to
allow animation along the edge.
- City Mill (zone 5 onwards). A public open landscape with play punctuates the end point on
the river and opposite the lock keepers cottage. The route then turns into a terrace lane to the
beginning of the greenway.

1.

1

3

22.
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5.

4

5

1 River Lea
A green buffer edge that maintains a robust
and screening boundary to the OIL to the
north, Crossrail sites and adjacent industrial
uses along the River Lea. It continues the
more natural character of the River Lea.

2 Vulcans Wharf
The junctions of waterways, flyovers and
bridges creates a raw but distinctive space that
can be enjoyed at multiple levels. There is the
opportunity for greater public space at this
corner and a more distinctive building form
with a unique relationship to the river edge.

3 Bow Back Creek
A towpath edge along the northern bank of
the Bow Back Creek that reflects its manmade heritage but with the introduction of
appropriate soft landscape and tree planting.
This area should conrast with the Marshgate
Hub in that it respects the industrial heritage
but is a more appropriate place for soft
landscaping and tree planting.

4 Marshgate Hub
A raised towpath ‘wharf ’ condition defined by
the existing Marshgate Lane crossing and new
bus/pedestrian/cycle bridge. This active street
will be hard landscaped, cater for pedestrians,
vehicles and spill out from the ground floor
uses of the adjacent employment hub. This
area should be harder and more ‘active’ in
terms of its relationship with riverfront.

5 City Mill
A green edge on the City Mill side. Within
the limits of access and maintenance
requirements, this can potentially incorporate
more private amenity backing onto the river
edge, with the pedestrian route pulling
inboard from the waterfront. This allows the
conservation of the existing trees along the
bank. This area has a softer relationship with
the riverfront.
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602

A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE & WORK
Our approach is focused on creating and sustaining a vibrant community. We have drawn on the lessons of the past as well as
recent thinking to create a new place that is above all else, wonderful to live in. The location will benefit from world class venues,
facilities, high speed public transport and parkland within a short distance; however it must also have the doorstep ingredients to
ensure that particularly the elderly and young can benefit.

INGR EDIENTS
Education

GP / Dentist

Local Centre

Play space

Pub/cafe

Shops

AQUATICS CENTRE

OLYMPICOPOLIS
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P Z 8.3.2
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Core Study

Local Centr

SECTION F | Illustrative Design

160

160

SECTION F | Illustrative Design

SECTION F | Illustrative Design
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OPEN SPACE
A major legacy of the 2012 Olympics is the creation of the new Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. This provides 560 acres of open
space immediately accessible from the north perimeter of the Pudding Mill area, and as such there is no overall deficit of accessible
open space within the broad vicinity of Pudding Mill.

INGR EDIENTS

METHOD

Need (green) and provision (red, beige, grey) for
play space and open space based on recommended
quantum of development.
Play Space Provision meets need = 2280 sq m

0.2Ha
play
space
proposed

The provision meets the total child need for the 0-12+ age range for the proposed quantum of
development. If this quantum of development is exceeded up to the maximum possible either
overall or locally within a section of the site, the proposed play space will still meet the 0-12 age
range need (<800m radius). This should offer greater flexibility for development form and phasing
without compromising the family housing provisions.
The creation and enhancement of the towpath and blue ribbon network is a vital characteristic
of the Pudding Mill site. It is estimated that this will provide around 0.5 Ha of Open Space to
serve both local residents and neighbouring communities using the towpaths and network of blue
routes through the Lea Valley. Final sizing and provision will depend on the mix and child yield of
individual sites however the proposed public space areas are sized and located to reflect likely needs.

~0.5Ha of
blue ribbon
canal
waterfront
within site

1.4Ha
Open Space
required
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The masterplan focuses on the provision of play space on a spatial basis to ensure adequate provision
within an adequate range of family housing based on the anticipated child yield and age. This
complements the suitability of Pudding Mill as a location for family housing, based on the Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park proximity, by ensuring the immediate local needs for play space are also
met. Principle play spaces have been identified in approximate thirds of the site, to reflect the
anticipated phasing and recognise the importance that adequate provision is delivered in each
corner of the Pudding Mill site as development is realised.

Formal play areas have been located in more secure formally defined spaces in recognition of the
impact of equipment and activities on use. Where play space forms part of a continuous waterfront,
only informal play space has been assumed. This is to allow for less visually obtrusive planting and
equipment that can form a more seamless strip of continuous public space with a range of activities
along its length.

1b. Marshgate Lane
40 sqm 0-5yrs Informal play
97 sqm 5-12yrs Informal play

1c. Townhouse Space
Adjacent to LCS play space
126 sqm 0-5yrs Formal Play

3. Barbers Road
126 sqm 0-5yrs Formal Play
329 sqm 5-12yrs Formal Play
245 sqm 0-5yrs Informal Play

DZ

P Z 8.3.2
2

1a. Marshgate Lane Corner
240 sqm 0-5yrs Informal play

2a. Cooks Road
Accessible space, within townhouse heart of site
126 sqm 0-5yrs Formal Play
315 sqm 0-5yrs Informal play
120 sqm 5-12yrs Informal play

2b. Cooks Road Waterfront
Informal play incorporated as part
predominantly hard landscaped waterfront
space
540 sqm 5-12yrs Informal play

INFRASTRUCTURE
The provision of new and enhanced infrastructure will be fundamental to the development of Pudding Mill. Careful consideration
of the phasing of developments and their associated infrastructure will be required to ensure safe access to surrounding amenities,
including Pudding Mill Lane DLR station, the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, Stratford High Street and local schools.

KEY

METHOD
Secondary route

Site Wide Infrastructure Enhancements

Tertiary route

C 01 Resurfacing / improvements to Cooks Road (184m)

Open space/play space

C 02 Cooks Road Bridge - addition of pedestrian footway to side of Cooks Road bridge

Pedestrian/cycle bridge

C 08 Temporary road connection via LLDC land to Marshgate Lane

Bus bridge

C 09 Temporary connection via LLDC land along towpath

Pedestrian towpath
(Vehicle serviced)
Pedestrian raised towpath
(Vehicle serviced)
Shared surface towpath
(Tertiary street)
New street
Resurfaced existing street
Temporary street connection
On plot street
B

Badat

C

Cooks Road

M

Marshgate Lane

Y

Yousef

M 10 Marshgate Lane bridge - southern land reservation within Porsche Site (27m)
M 11 Marshgate Lane New bus bridge (25m)
B 18 Barbers Road - New alignment 116m

Site Specific Infrastructure - Developer Cost
C 03 Employment Street (120m) connecting Cooks Road to LLDC Site
C 04 LCS Boundary Road / buffer (178m)
C 05 Tertiary Road - Shared Surface / Towpath (100m)
C 06 Cooks Road on plot tertiary road: N/S - 124m & E/W 105m
C 07 Open/Play space in Cooks Road: 435 sq m informal playspace &120 sq m formal play
M 12 Marshgate Lane extension street to bus bridge (64m)
M 13 Raised pedestrian towpath, vehicle serviced (70m)
M 14 Marshgate Lane Open Space: Informal Play (377 sq m)
M 15 Pedestrian Towpath (100m)
M 16 Marshgate Lane on plot tertiary road (160m)
M 17 Marshgate Lane Play Space: 126 sq m formal
B 19 Barbers Road Play space: 455 sq m formal space & 245 sq m informal space
B 20 Badat Tertiary Road: 180m
B 21 Badat Tertiary Road: 50m
Y 22 Employment Street-Pedestrian/service vehicle extension on plot Yousuf to towpath 80m
Y 23 Open Space Vulcan Wharf
Y 24 Pedestrian Towpath route- Vehicle serviced 110m
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Y 25 Softening treatment to canal edge - 940 sqm
M 26 Softening treatment to canal edge - 60 sqm
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WHAT TEMPERATURE?
[ESTABLISHING THE CORR ECT SCALE OF DEVELOPMENT]

Through an iterative process, the masterplan has established a scale of development that accounts for design, policy, viability,
daylighting and massing considerations for the site. In line with the LLDC Local Plan and permitted development within the
LCS scheme, development sites at Pudding Mill should provide a minimum of 25% employment floorspace, with a predominantly
industrial floorspace mix in the area to the west of Cooks Road. As outlined by LBN’s Core Strategy, development proposals
should seek a minimum of 39% of new homes to be for families. The London Plan and LBN’s Core Strategy considers the range of
appropriate densities for the Pudding Mill area to be 300-650 habitable rooms per hectare. Stratford Regional Masterplan and the
OLSPG state that 4-6 storeys is appropriate for the site.
HEIGHTS

METHOD

1 storey
2 storey
3 storey
4 storey
5 storey
6 storey
7 storey
8 storey

The recommended development parameters have been informed by the Legacy Communities
Scheme, principally the areas which have outline consent within Pudding Mill - PDZ8 8.2, 8.3.1
and 8.3.2. Within the consent for PDZ8, the scale of development is defined by a number of factors
including parameter plans, design codes, design and access statement and a cap on the total floor
area permitted. The scale of development is a balance between minimum and maximum building
heights indicated within the parameter plans, minimum and maximum street widths and total
floor area. The maximum development envelope would not reach the maximum permissible heights
everywhere, as this would exceed the permitted floor area threshold.
The Pudding Mill masterplan has taken all of these factors into account when testing appropriate
scale, grain and adjacencies, along with the infrastructure items identified and policy requirements.
The ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’ models have been reviewed for viability in order to establish the
correct priorities for the site and achieve a financially viable neighbourhood. The medium level
provides an appropriate scale of development for the site that can achieve the correct daylighting
and density. Heights above this will be to the detriment of the area. A six storey readable datum is
advised on the site, however as shown the heights may vary by 1-2 storeys up and down depending
on the circumstance.
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Recommended scale of development
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Exceeds maximum parameters for street proportions, daylighting, scale and grain
HEIGHTS
1 storey

4 storey

7 storey

2 storey

5 storey

8 storey

3 storey

6 storey
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PROOF IS IN THE EATING
[VIABILITY]

Masterplanning principles for the Pudding Mill site have been supported through
high-level viability testing. The purpose of the testing has been to provide the PPDT
with an understanding of the deliverability of proposals and how aspirations set out
in the masterplanning work may be adopted by landowners through the planning
process.
Viability testing was carried out for each site within the Pudding Mill masterplan
area, focusing on anticipated value and cost attributable to development proposals. It
reflected aspirations for the area in terms of significant provisions of non-residential
floorspace and affordable housing. Importantly, the analysis also considered the range
of infrastructure requirements needed to unlock the significant scale of development
being proposed.

The starting point for the analysis was to reflect the LLDC’s aspirations in terms of
mix of tenures and uses. This included a Local Plan site-wide target level of affordable
housing (35% overall provision, split across affordable rent and intermediate tenures).
The starting point for analysis assumed a minimum of 25% commercial floorspace for
each site and 100% on the Yousef site. A high-level assessment of infrastructure costs
was also undertaken and allowance made for Mayoral CIL, professional fees, finance
costs and developer’s return.
In addition to preparing the base appraisals a range of sensitivities were considered to
test viability parameters. This included looking at various density levels, tenure mix
and proportionate split between residential and commercial uses. Options reducing
infrastructure costs and increasing sales values were also analysed. The sensitivity
analysis tested parameter variances individually rather than in combination and took
place alongside further Masterplan refinements which defined preferred locations for
focusing employment uses along a new central east-west street and special use sites.
The viability analysis supports a case for working with future applicants to reach a
balance between the various objectives set out in this document, acknowledging that
the initial assumptions of the ‘base position’ may be varied on a site by site basis. This
document has tried to balance that approach by raising density for example while
balancing an objectives based approach which will be subject to further detailed
analysis when working with future applicants as sites come forward.
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HOW LONG?
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HOW LONG?
[PHASING]

The transformation of Pudding Mill will take place over the next 10-15 years. Careful consideration of phasing of development and
infrastructure will be required to ensure a successful community at every stage. Each development parcel should ensure safe access
to local amenities, including schools, the QEOP and the DLR. Every site should feel like a complete piece, whilst recognising the
constraints of the changing context. Early developments, particularly at Cooks Road and Marshgate Lane, coupled with the new
DLR will set the tone for the area.
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N.B. This is the current situation and the dates at which sites come forward may be subject to
change. Sites may come forward in any order but key routes should be established to local transport
and local amenities.
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VISUALS
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YOUSEF
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LOCAL CENTRE
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BADAT
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MARSHGATE LANE
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COOKS ROAD

63

YOUSEF
Other Industrial Location to the west of
Cooks Road, providing a buffer between
the A12 and residential areas to the east
INGR EDIENTS
-

Predominantly Industrial floorspace
Scale to mediate between development to
the east of Cooks Road and frontage along
the River Lea
Industrial units should provide a window
and front door onto the street
Uniform materiality - predominately brick
and masonry
Continuation of east-west employment
street through the site provides the key
pedestrian link to the River Lea
Key ‘green’ route from southwest corner
through Vulcan Wharf to Cooks Road
bridge to be provided
New areas of towpath and shared public spaces
should be formed in robust, high quality
materials
Materials should be simply expressed with
emphasis on high quality interfaces
Landscape proposals should enhance the
natural character of the existing towpath along
the River Lea. Indigenous species should form P
the principle planting structure
Choice of materials should consider how
surfaces and public areas will age over time

-

SR

OA
D

-

Employment
Community & business
Z 8.3.2
2

High street
Industrial

BA

RB

ER

-

DZ
Z Z8..2
8

1

Pedestrian link to Cooks Road

2

Pedestrian link from employment street to
waterfront

3

Greenspace along waterfront

2

1
3

64 Image is indicative, reflecting the objectives of
N.B.
LLDC for this area

Station road
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LOCAL CENTRE
New DLR station, public realm, retail
and community uses define the local
centre. This area will be the point of
arrival into Pudding Mill for many
and also the gateway into the Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park.

For further details refer to Legacy Communities
Scheme Design and Access Statement.
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EMPLOYMENT STREET
Mixed use, east/west spine connecting
the interior of the site.

INGR EDIENTS
-

Common material to base of all buildings and
ground floor treatment that accepts
all manner of conditions

-

Ground floor arrangements should ensure
blank frontages are minimised

-

There should be a clear approach to the design
of ground floors in detailing residential and
business signage, lobby entrances and service
entrances

-

Buildings to be expressed in a finer material
than the brick and masonry of the residential
blocks

-

Employment buildings to have at least 40%
glazing

-

Residential buildings to be articulated to
appear smaller or of at least a similar scale
to employment blocks

-

Generous floor to ceiling heights

68 Image is indicative, reflecting the objectives of
N.B.
LLDC for this area
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BADAT
A new alignment to Barbers Road
that provides a proper street and route
towards the River Lea and better
visibility of the station from Cooks Road.
New residential and employment blocks
screen the Network Rail / Crossrail
substations. A taller block terminates
the view from the space alongside the
station and looks across the Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park.
INGR EDIENTS
DZ
Z Z8..2
8

- Minimum 25% of floorspace for employment
use - to be located predominantly along the
southern edge of the site
- Minimum 39% of housing for families
- Realignment of Barbers Road and entrance space
to Five Bells Bridge
- Care should be taken to consider how buildings
terminate key views and define public spaces

BA

RB

ER

SR

OA
D

P Z 8.3.2
2

Employment
Community & business
High street
Industrial

1

0-12 years formal & informal play space

2

Secure yard adjoining employment building

3

Entrance to five bells bridge

4

North-south pedestrian links

5

Spur road provides access for Crossrail and to
employment buildings

6

Shared surface street maintains ‘looped’ access
and provides sight lines to Five Bells Bridge
1
2
6
3
5

4

70 Image is indicative, reflecting the objectives of
N.B.
LLDC for this area

Station road
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MARSHGATE LANE
Prominent mixed-use site at the north
east corner of Pudding Mill. The special
employment use site is formed by the
twin routes and bridges that cross Bow
Back Creek and connect to Stratford
High Street and Sugarhouse Lane and
helps announce the arrival onto Pudding
Mill island.

PUDDING MILL

INGR EDIENTS
Sub Area Site Boundary
-

Minimum 25% of floorspace for employment
use - to be located predominantly within ‘hub’
site, defined by the two bridges
Minimum 39% of housing for families
Raised towpath between the new bus bridge
and Marshgate Lane bridge, provide ideal
setting for restaurant or commercial animation.
Ideal site for prominent civic and employment
building
Balconies should be predominantly recessed to
reinforce the simple massing
Outboard balconies are acceptable in locations
where they do not create issues of privacy and
overlooking
Stepped back upper floors should be articulated
to maintain the visual coherence of the six
storey datum line
Development should seek to maximise
accessible roofspace for both residents and
workers
Employment and retail frontages should be
‘active’

Development Plot
- potential on-plot route
Employment focus
building

Flexible residential or small
scale employment typologies
Other Industrial Land
Employment focused
street
Secondary Route
Tertiary Streets

DZ
Z Z8..2
8

Open Space
/ play space

Employment
Community & business

Retail, Community, Employmen
focused street

High street
Industrial

Z 8.3.2
2

Core Study Area

Station road
1.
2.
3.
4.

Local Centre

0-5 years formal playspace
0-12 years informal playspace
Waterfront open space
Hard-landscaped raised ‘wharf ’ towpath
1

2

3

4

N.B.
72 Image is indicative, reflecting the objectives of
LLDC for this area

‘Blue’ Ribbon Waterfront Open
Space

Retail, Community, Employmen
focused street
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COOKS ROAD
Potentially, one of the first developments
to come forward, the site to the east of
Cooks Road will establish and define the
character of Pudding Mill.
INGR EDIENT’S
- Minimum 25% of floorspace for employment
use - to be located predominantly along the
northern edge of the site
- Minimum 39% of housing for families
- Wide towpath riverfront condition that
allows for service access. Predominantly hard
landscape but with some appropriate elements
of soft landscape and planting. Street furniture
and lighting should also cater for the adjacent
ground floor employment use
- Important that early phase developments
provide full range of amenity space and
connectivity to stations and waterfront, helping
to establish the place
- Balconies should be predominantly recessed to
reinforce the simple massing
- Outboard balconies are acceptable in locations
where they do not create issues of privacy and
overlooking
- Stepped back upper floors should be articulated
to maintain the visual coherence of the six storey
datum line
- Development should seek to maximise accessible
roofspace for both residents and workers
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BA
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Station ro

1

0-5 years formal & informal play space

2

Publicly accessibly landscaped courtyard

3

Waterfront open space

1

2

3

N.B. Image is indicative, reflecting the objectives of75
LLDC for this area
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